
 
 

 

Coworking Discovery Pass 

 Terms & Conditions 

1. The neospace Coworking Discovery Pass Offer is organised by Neo Space (Aberdeen) 

Limited, doing business as neospace.  

2. The Coworking Discovery Pass Offer is open to non-members of neospace.   

3. The Coworking Discovery Pass is a launch offer to coincide with the opening of Neo 

Space (Aberdeen) on 17th May 2021 and is available to any member of the public who 

is over the age of 21.  The Offer expires 3oth June 2021. 

4. The Coworking Discovery Pass provides access to the coworking, meeting rooms and 

workspace facilities for 5 consecutive days.  

5. The Coworking Discovery Pass also entitles the bearer to access the gym facilities and 

1 hour hire of the TrackMan golf simulator over the same period that the pass is active.  

6. Subject to the clauses above all being successfully completed, neospace will waiver the 

applicable membership fees for the participants.   

7. To access the Coworking Discovery Pass, the participant must claim their free pass via 

the form on the neospace website. 

8. The Coworking Discovery Pass will be valid for 5 consecutive days during June 2021.  

9. Only one Coworking Discovery Pass may be claimed by each participant. 

10. By participating in the neospace Coworking Discovery Pass Offer, the receiving 

participant consents to receiving communications from neospace relating to new 

services and offers available through Neospace via email, SMS or phone and direct mail. 

The participant may unsubscribe from all service/offer updates by emailing 

marketing@neo-space.com  

11. Neospace reserves the right to withdraw and/or amend the Coworking Discovery Pass 

Offer as appropriate. 
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12. Coworking Discovery Pass for 

any reason. 

13. The Coworking Discovery Pass Offer is available only to participants who can form 

legally binding contracts under Scottish Law. Without prejudice to the foregoing, the 

Coworking Discovery Pass Offer is not available to individuals under the age of 21. 

14. By entering the Coworking Discovery Pass Offer, the participants will be deemed to 

have read and understood these terms and conditions and be bound by them. 


